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Abstract: Spawning salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) are important resources for terrestrial ecosystems and often shape the ecological strategies of organisms with which they co-evolve. Gray wolves (Canis lupus), primarily predators of ungulates, are sympatric with salmon over large areas, but the relationship between the two remains poorly understood. We report here observations of direct and indirect evidence of salmon predation by wolves in several watersheds of coastal British Columbia and in detail report on the foraging behaviour of four wolves at one river during September and October 2001. Wolves oriented themselves upstream during detection and pursuit of salmon. The pooled mean capture rate was 21.5 salmon/h and mean efficiency (successes/attempt) was 39.4%. In most cases, wolves consumed only heads of salmon, perhaps for nutritional reasons or parasite avoidance. Preying on salmon may be adaptive, as this nutritious and spatially constrained resource imposes lower risks of injury compared with hunting large mammals. We infer from capture rates and efficiencies, as well as stereotypical hunting and feeding behaviour, a history of salmon predation by wolves and, as a corollary, a broad distribution of this foraging ecology where wolves and salmon still co-exist.

Résumé : Les saumons (Oncorhynchus spp.) en période de fraye constituent d’importantes ressources pour l’écosystème terrestre et influencent souvent les stratégies écologiques des organismes avec lesquels ils sont en coévolution. Les loups gris (Canis lupus), avant tout des prédateurs d’ongulés, vivent en synergie avec les saumons sur de grandes étendues, mais la relation entre les deux reste mal comprise. Nous avons fait des observations directes et indirectes de prédation de saumons par les loups dans plusieurs bassins hydrographiques de la région côtière de la Colombie-Britannique et nous décrivons ici en détails le comportement de quête de nourriture de quatre loups à une rivière, en septembre et en octobre 2001. Les loups s’orientaient vers l’amont durant la détection et la poursuite des saumons. Le taux moyen de capture, calculé sur l’ensemble des résultats, était de 21.5 saumons/h et l’efficacité moyenne (nombre de tentatives réussies/total), de 39,4 %. Dans la plupart des cas, les loups ne consommaient que la tête du saumon, peut-être pour des raisons nutritives ou pour éviter les parasites. La prédation de saumons peut être adaptative, puisque cette ressource nutritive et limitée dans l’espace est reliée à des risques réduits de blessures comparativement aux risques de la chasse aux gros mammifères. Étant donné les taux de capture et l’efficacité observés, de même que les comportements stéréotypés de chasse et de prise de nourriture, la prédation des saumons par les loups a une longue histoire, et, en corollaire, l’écologie de la quête de nourriture se fait sur une grande étendue là où les saumons et les loups coexistent.

Introduction

In coastal areas, important and reciprocal ecological and evolutionary interactions exist between marine and terrestrial systems. The annual migration of spawning salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) provides nutrition to a diverse assemblage of terrestrial consumers and decomposers (Cederholm et al. 1989; Willson and Halupka 1995). The historical occurrence, nutritional value, and predictability of spawning salmon have shaped considerably the ecological strategies of organisms that co-evolved with this resource. The influences of salmon on terrestrial systems are largely dependent on a few predators that remove salmon from streams, consume a portion, and leave the remains for a diversity of users. Although red
foxes (Vulpes vulpes), otters (Lontra canadensis), and bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) may prey on live salmon (Gard 1971), black and brown bears (Ursus americanaus and Ursus arctos) are recognized as the dominant predators and vectors that transfer nutrients from salmon into terrestrial systems (Reimchen 1994, 2000; Hilderbrand et al. 1999).

Gray wolves (Canis lupus) are sympatric with salmon over large areas of western North America, but the relationship between the two remains poorly understood. Wolves are primarily predators of ungulates but show considerable breadth of diet, including scavenging carrion (Young and Goldman 1944; Mech 1970; Paquet and Carbyn 2003). Brief descriptions of salmon as a food resource for wolves exist (Young and Goldman 1944; Mech 1977; Mech et al. 1998). The remains of salmon have been identified in scat (Kohira and Rextad 1997; Darimont et al. unpublished data), and stable isotope analysis indicated that salmon could provide considerable lifetime dietary protein to wolves in Alaska and British Columbia (Szepanski et al. 1999; Darimont and Reimchen 2002). However, neither scat-based nor isotope-based studies can differentiate between scavenging and predation.

Wolves are elusive, often nocturnal, and intolerant of humans, thereby limiting opportunities for behavioural observations. Whether the relationship between wolves and spawning salmon is best defined by scavenging or predation is unclear. Herein we report indirect evidence of wolves consuming salmon in several watersheds of coastal British Columbia and the first detailed observations of a group of wolves actively preying on spawning salmon. We present capture rate and efficiency data, examine spatial orientation of wolves relative to stream flow during detection and pursuit of salmon, and discuss some ecological and evolutionary implications of this predator–prey relationship.

Materials and methods

During summers of 2000 and 2001, we surveyed more than 75 watersheds, many salmon-bearing, on British Columbia’s central and north coast for the presence of wolves (Darimont and Paquet 2002). Examination of salmon carcasses in watersheds where we detected abundant wolf sign suggested consumption of salmon by wolves. These initial observations led us to focus on the Kunsoot River, Denny Island (52°09′N, 128°01′W), where a rendezvous site used by a group of at least three adults and three pups was nearby. Annual returns of salmon to this watershed during the 1990s averaged 2000 chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta) and 5500 odd-year pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha). During our monitoring sessions and estuary searches, we did not detect bears or their sign but river otters and eagles were present. Neither coyotes (Canis latrans) nor red foxes occur in the area (Nagorsen 1990).

We visited the estuary on 20 days between 7 September and 4 October 2001 (total 62.5 h) during low to mid-tides and when wind blew downstream to conceal our presence. We observed wolves fish at only one site, upstream from us and where water depth varied between 5 and 50 cm, depending on microsite substrata, tide, and recent rainfall. Twenty-four monitoring sessions occurred during daylight and four during darkness.

After several minutes of scanning the estuary with binoculars, we (maximum two observers) moved quietly and slowly to observational sites concealed by vegetation 60 or 120 m downstream from the fishing site, depending on wind speed. Our ability to detect approaching wolves at night was limited by our vision and our presence then may have displaced or prevented wolves from fishing.

On 5 days, we observed an adult female, adult male, and two unsexed pups capture salmon. Twelve fishing bouts occurred on these 5 days between 0700 and 0905 and most involved the adult female and one pup. We recorded all bouts in entirety except one, before which a wolf had already captured at least one salmon. Lengths of bouts were variable and ranged from 2.5 to 60.5 min ($\bar{x}$ = 23.0 min, standard deviation (SD) = 20.1 min).

Immediately following 15 monitoring sessions distributed throughout the study, we counted and marked all new salmon carcasses by cutting tail fins longitudinally and noted which portions were consumed. We searched the entire estuary, including areas beyond view of our observation site because wolf scats, tracks, and vocalizations indicated activity upstream.

We recorded 4.6 h of fishing behavior with a Sony VX2000 video camera using a 5–10x zoom lens. We distinguished wolves by differences in pelage, size, and urination behaviour. We defined a capture “attempt” as a determined movement toward a salmon, a “capture” when a wolf removed a salmon from the stream, and “handling time” as the duration between capture and the return of the wolf to the stream. Capture rate for each wolf was calculated as the number of salmon per hour and efficiency as the number of captures per attempt using bouts as independent cases. When possible, we also compared orientation of wolves relative to direction of water flow during detection and pursuit of salmon using attempts as independent cases. Statistical tests were performed using SPSS (v. 10.1).

Results

Wolves demonstrated a stereotypical sequence during detection, capture, and subjugation stages of hunting salmon at the Kunsoot River. Wolves approached a target salmon (typically two to five steps), plunged their muzzle into the water to capture the fish with their teeth, and trotted to shore to consume it (Fig. 1). Orientation of head and ears suggested that visual and auditory modalities were used. Wolves remained motionless (5% of attempts), walked (43%), trotted (47%), or ran (5%) during pursuit. Most salmon were consumed on grass next to the river (70% of captures), but others were transported by wolves into the forest or estuary beyond our view. Adults consumed exclusively the head portion of every salmon they captured ($n$ = 57) before resuming fishing: pups consumed the head portions of only 7 of 12 (58%) captures but consumed no portion of the other five. Mean handling time was 72 s (range 15–150 s). We observed six cases of wolves scavenging salmon carcasses, including portions other than heads, particularly at the beginning of bouts by adults and by pups while adults fished.

Capture rates and efficiencies were relatively high but varied between age classes. We observed 251 attempts that re-
sulted in 99 captures. The pooled mean capture rate was 21.5 salmon/h and mean efficiency was 39.4%. Differences in capture rates between age classes approached significance \( \chi^2_{\text{adult}} = 27.1 \text{ salmon/h}; \chi^2_{\text{pup}} = 13.0 \text{ salmon/h}; \text{Student's } t \text{ test}, P = 0.06)\). Capture efficiencies for adults were much higher than for pups (49.1 vs. 12.6%; \text{Student's } t \text{ test}, P = 0.008).

Wolves searched for and pursued salmon in a relatively conservative manner with respect to stream flow. For the two wolves we observed most, orientation of body axis was biased upstream during detection (adult female, \( \chi^2 = 85.03, P < 0.001 \); pup 1, \( \chi^2 = 19.43, P < 0.001 \)) and pursuit (adult female, \( \chi^2 = 79.97, P < 0.01 \); pup 1, \( \chi^2 = 19.14, P < 0.01 \)). Pup 2 oriented upstream during detection (\( \chi^2 = 14.73, P < 0.01 \)) but only generally so during pursuit (\( \chi^2 = 7.46, P = 0.06 \)). The adult male showed no pattern in orientation during detection (\( \chi^2 = 4.55, P = 0.103 \)) or pursuit (\( \chi^2 = 1.27, P = 0.529 \)).

We noted a continual but variable accumulation of fresh carcasses during the study. On 12 of 15 searches, we observed fresh carcasses for a total of 720 salmon (0–202 carcasses/search; \( \bar{x} = 50.7, \text{ SD} = 59.6 \)). Consistent with direct observation of feeding, every fresh carcass we inspected had tissue missing from the head area. On some carcasses (\( n = 30 \)), other smaller portions were also removed.

Our coastwide observations of wolf activity during salmon migration matched the patterns we observed at the Kunsoot River. At three separate watersheds, C.T. Darimont and others (I. McAllister, personal communication; G. Pfleuger, personal communication) witnessed brief but similar stereotypical fishing behaviour. At these sites, and in others where sign indicated continued presence of wolves, fresh salmon carcasses showed the same pattern of tissue consumption.

**Discussion**

Across their holarctic distribution, wolves have adapted to hunt diverse prey, including spawning salmon. Their prey differ greatly in size, avoidance, and defense strategies, from birds and rodents to bison (e.g., Carbyn and Trottier 1987; Kohira and Rextad 1997; Paquet and Carbyn 2003). Although they co-exist over large areas, the contribution of migratory salmon as food for wolves and the ecological context in which consumption may occur is largely unknown. Mech (1970) suspected that fish contributed little to the diet of wolves, perhaps because detailed studies had not occurred where wolves had access to spawning salmon. Recent scat- and isotope-based analyses (Kohira and Rextad 1997; Szepanski et al. 1999; Darimont and Reimchen 2002) have identified salmon in the diet of wolves, although scavenging was not differentiated from predation. Previous reports of wolves preying on fish exist (Young and Goldman 1944; Kuyt 1972; Bromely 1973; P. Paquet, personal observation), but our detailed observations and carcass examinations confirm that wolves can be efficient predators of salmon and that predation occurs seasonally over several weeks at the Kunsoot River and likely elsewhere.

Preying on salmon may have considerable adaptive value for wolves. Avoiding dangerous ungulate prey in favor of a less dangerous alternative such as salmon is consistent with foraging theory predictions (Stephens and Krebs 1986). Wolves risk severe injuries (Rausch 1967; Pasitschniak-Arts et al. 1988; Mech and Nelson 1990) and death (Stanwell-Fletcher 1942; Frijlink 1977; Nelson and Mech 1985; Mech and Nelson 1990; Weaver et al. 1992) when hunting ungulates. Also, because salmon are typically abundant and spatially constrained, they require less search effort once located than do ungulate prey, for which wolves may travel extensively (e.g., Musiani et al. 1998).

The upstream-biased orientation of wolves during detection and pursuit likely minimizes detection by prey. Salmon generally maintain their position heading against stream current. Visual, lateral line, and especially olfactory cues to salmon may be reduced when a wolf ambushes from downstream and behind the fish.

Consumption by wolves of salmon heads was disproportionate to other body parts, and this pattern appears widespread. Wolves used only the head portion of all salmon captured and consumed (\( n = 64 \)). Similarly, Young and Goldman (1944) quoted a biologist in Alaska who observed wolves that “had taken salmon...eating only their heads”. Headless salmon carcasses found upstream at the Kunsoot River and elsewhere where wolf sign was abundant but where we did not directly observe foraging strongly suggested wolves were preying on salmon. We note, however, that bears and other carnivores also prey on salmon and may selectively consume the head (but see following discussion regarding different tissue consumption by bears).

Multiple processes may be involved in a preference for head tissue. Consuming only energetically valuable portions of a prey item may maximize net returns, particularly if prey are abundant and easily captured (e.g., Sh 1980). Black bears on Haida Gwaii, B.C., also preferentially take the lipid-rich brain of freshly captured salmon, but consume eggs, and...
dorsal and lateral trunk musculature as well (Reimchen 2000). In addition to calories, bears and wolves may also be targeting specific nutrients in salmon heads (Gende et al. 2001). Docosahexaenoic acid, an omega-3 fatty acid, is essential for nervous system function, can be obtained only from diet, and occurs in high proportion in brain and optic tissue (Horrocks and Yeo 1999; Connor et al. 2001). In addition, animals often make foraging decisions to minimize exposure to parasites (Lozano 1991; Hart 1994). Salmon may be infected by Neorickettsia helminthoeoa via a trematode vector (Nano phyetys salmincola). Neorickettsia helminthoeoa causes “salmon poisoning disease”, which can be fatal to canids (Young and Goldman 1944; reviews in Philip 1955; Knapp and Millemann 1970). Metacercariae of N. helminthoeoa occur in the head and dermal tissue of salmon but are thought to concentrate in kidney and muscles of infected fish (Bennington and Pratt 1960; Baldwin et al. 1967). Reports of this parasite exist throughout the Pacific Basin from the conterminous United States to far eastern Russia (Witenberg 1932; Knapp and Millemann 1970; Booth et al. 1984). Young and Goldman (1944) suggested that salmon poisoning influenced wolf abundance and might have been responsible for the almost total disappearance of wolves from Oregon by the early 1890s.

Abandoned portions of salmon carcasses contribute to coastal ecosystem processes. Transfer of salmon to terrestrial systems by wolves, bears, or other predators makes nutrients available via scavengers, decomposers, and faecal-urinary deposition, thus adding nitrogen and phosphorus to typically nutrient-limited coastal ecosystems (Reimchen 1994, 2000; Ben-David et al. 1998; Willson et al. 1998; Hilderbrand et al. 1999).

Observations of predation may provide insight into historical encounters between predator and prey (Vermeij 1982). Although these preliminary observations were limited in scope and duration, we infer from capture rates and efficiencies, as well as from stereotypical hunting and feeding behaviour, a history of salmon predation by wolves. As a corollary, and supported by indirect evidence gathered during our coast-wide surveys, we suggest a broad distribution of this trophic interaction. We are currently testing this hypothesis with expanded behavioural observations combined with scat-and-isotope-based approaches. Where wolves and salmon are still sympatric, salmon may be an important seasonal resource, perhaps disrupting seasonally the tight ecological association between wolves and ungulates (Mech 1970; Paquet and Carbyn 2003).
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